
The Einhell laser distance meter TC-LD 25 is a small and handy pocket-sized tool for performing easy and precise measurements of distances up to 25

meters. This meter lets you measure distances in next to no time and also calculate areas and volumes. The interface for measuring has variable

settings to allow measuring from either the front or rear edge. The min/max function allows continuous measurements. Thanks to its soft grip, the laser

distance meter is comfortable to handle. For safety there is a safety function: the laser beam is only activated after the switching on operation is

repeated. It switches off automatically after three minutes without being used. Supplied in a practical bag.

Laser Measuring Tool

TC-LD 25
Item No.: 2270075

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825616187

Features & Benefits
Easy and precise measurement of distances up to 25 m-

Measurements from the front or back edge of the device-

Easy measurement of lengths, areas or volumes-

Min/max function for continous measurements-

Safety function: laser radiation only with repeated power-up-

Small and convenient to use laser measuring device in pocket size-

Comfortable handling thanks to the soft grip-

Automatic switch-off after 3 minutes of inactivity-

Incl. practical bag for storage-

2x 1,5V AAA batteries needed (not included in delivery)-

Technical Data
- Working range 0.05 m  -  25 m

- Measurement accuracy +/-3 mm

- Laser type class II

- Laser diode 635 nm

- Automatic deactivation 3 min

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 0.07

- Gross weight (kg) 0.31

- Dimensions single packaging 114 x 69 x 202 mm

- Pieces per export carton 10 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 3.6 kg

- Dimensions export carton 365 x 245 x 220 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 13800 | 28200 | 33840

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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